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About This Content

Fundamental Fantasy Map Pack II by Joshua Watmough

The second installment in my Fundamental Fantasy Map Pack series not only includes many new unique regions to explore but
each map also includes day and night lighting.

This hand drawn collection of maps is sure to provide many nights of interesting battle scenarios with little preparation and
always integrates perfectly with all my other products.

This pack includes the following maps:

Bandit's Grotto

3 Desert Night Maps

3 Desert Day Maps

Forgotten Cemetary Day

Forgotten Cemetary Night
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Each map includes a grid and non-grid version.

Released on March 09, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.4 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and any ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Fundamental Fantasy Map Pack II by Joshua Watmough (Map Pack)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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easy game.. finished the game in a few hours. First Impressions, decent casual trading game that caters to a specific type of
player.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYNTzX46ySo
Primary goal is to build up your caravan while trying to survive the wilds of Arabia. Prologue starts off quite slow, as shown in
the video above. Personally felt a bit lost after the intro as there was no primary quest marked to progress. Just needed to guess
which left me feeling somewhat disconnected from the story. Ultimately not a bad thing as it's less linear and more about how
much time you want to take accumulating fortunes.

Each town holds different npcs, all of them have traders and a place to fill your water. Guildmasters are located in larger cities
where you can level up or buy new slaves and companions. Values on trade items change over time but after a playing a while
it's easy enough to figure out which items trade best along with where to buy and sell them. After much trekking back and
forward trading goods, dealing with fresh produce decaying and keeping my water levels up while fending of random bandit
attacks, I've made it to chapter 2, Huzzah! Onwards Soldier!

Visuals are lovely, soundtrack was fitting and I had no issues with performance. Game is all mouse driven so there are no
controls to remap. SFX can be adjusted separately. 4k res wouldn't display but 1440p seemed to work fine. Overall I'm giving it
a thumbs up, just be aware there are other games out there that give a similar experience, some of which are free. It's not really
doing anything new with the formula but it's polished product none the less. Cheers.. Nice and relaxing, good original plot but a
bit repetitive.. Very fun game i recommend). BATTLEPATHS is a turnbased RPG that claims to be a roguelike. It has the
traditional roguelike gameplay but nothing besides the loot drops is randomised. The game looks promising but falls flat at the
gameplay. It has the turnbased movement but that doesn't exclude the randomised gamplay. The combat is really bland. You
have 4 spells. Only 4 spells! Most turnbased roguelikes have over 50 spells and those 50 spells have more variety than a big bag
of jellybeans. I often find myself hammering one button over and over again to kill a monster. 60% of the time I get to kill the
monter. It just feels boring. The game claims to have variety in the loot drops but there is none. I found the same armor 5000
times and the same weapon 5000 times. Battlepaths said that it would let you build your own individual character. If you think
this game had classes or something that would change your playstyle you're wrong. There is none of
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I went into this game hoping for an awesome rogulike experience but I got a
poorly made bland turnbased RPG that couldn't make me smile once.

STAY AWAY FROM THIS TITLE
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Loved the V/H/S feel, everything else... Not so much.. Totally worth the 10 cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if
you got money.. its a decent time killer.. Ah, the nostalgia. Traveling the world as a spy for SpyCorps, Spy Fox must stop a plot
so evil, that I cannot repeat it. Dr. No would be proud of it. Spy Fox is the world's only hope.. The games does not look good or
work well. The core concept of dodging slow projectiles coming from multiple directions in unfun. Others seem to agree, since
I there are so few players that I topped some leaderboards on my first attempts.

If you think dodging stuff might be fun, I recommend Holopoint.

Plus, the dev got his friends to write a couple of those positive reviews.. Squandered... A plataformer with bad controls and you
get sent back all the way to the start every time you die. This is only for the most masochists out there, there is no fun here, only
suffering
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